AGENDA

Welcome/Introductions

Participants
Erin Carr
Jeff Chapple
Valerie Gardner
Joshua Larsen
Tina Mattison
Cristina Prieto
Jeffery Tsunekawa
Stacy Worby

1. Minutes from September 2, 2020 Meeting
2. Annual Conference – Virtual Experience
   ● Contributions by ECP members
     • Kelechi Ohiagu
     • Cristina Prieto
   Tina- New submissions should be given to TJ by Tuesday at the latest for Thursday inclusion.
3. Mid-Year Conference
   ● Call for proposals extended to October 16, 2020
4. Engagement
   ● Mentorship Program – pamphlet
     • Look at the draft version
     Stacy – will send email for comments

2019/2020 Committee Charges
Choose a Community Service Project for the Annual Conference
Plan/Implement networking opportunity for the Annual Conference
Define/Implement ways to increase participation of ECP outside of the conferences; (Ongoing)
Other ideas for engagement:

Joshua – Have user groups, connecting similar people in the court system that do similar types of jobs, an avenue to connect, to give feedback, opportunity to hear what else is going on throughout the country. Format can be anything from an email group (used locally by case type), calls (Zoom, GoTo) to give more personal approach.

5. Court Manager and Court Express Articles
   - ECP Article –
     - Why am I Essential? Courtney Whiteside
     - Communication During a Crisis – Cristina Prieto

6. Next Meeting:
   - November 4, 2020

Chair: Stacy Worby – sworby@akcourts.us